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Abstract

In this paper, we perform a cross-linguistic study of prosodic
features in sentence segmentation by using two different fea-
ture selection approaches: a forward search wrapper and fea-
ture filtering. Experiments in Arabic, English, and Mandarin
show that prosodic features make significant contributions in all
three languages. Feature selection results indicate that feature
relevancy can vary greatly depending on the target language,
and therefore the optimal feature subset varies considerably be-
tween languages. We observe patterns in the feature selection
and the affinity of the different languages toward certain feature
types, which gives us insight into future feature selection and
feature design.
Index Terms: prosodic features, cross lingual, feature selec-
tion, sentence segmentation

1. Introduction
The role of sentence segmentation is to break the stream of
words provided by automatic speech recognition into sen-
tences for further processing by downstream language process-
ing tasks, such as parsing, machine translation, question an-
swering, etc.

Sentence boundary detection in speech has been studied in
an attempt to enrich speech recognition output [1]. In the pre-
vious approaches for this task, different classifiers have been
evaluated (e.g, HMM, maximum entropy), utilizing both tex-
tual and prosodic information. In the DARPA EARS program,
special efforts were made for rich transcription of speech with
automatically generated structural information, including sen-
tence boundaries, disfluencies, and filler words. For example,
[1] evaluated different modeling approaches (HMM, maximum
entropy, and conditional random fields) and various prosodic
and textual features, in both conversational telephone speech
and broadcast news speech. A reranking technique [2] further
improved sentence boundary detection performance upon the
baseline of [1].

State-of-the-art sentence segmentation systems use differ-
ent kinds of features, including lexical, prosodic, speaker turn-
related, and syntactic. Using all of these features usually results
in a large dimensional feature vector and can also result in per-
formance degradation. Furthermore, the set of features which
work best for different languages or genres can vary.

In this work, we use the results of feature selection exper-
iments to see how well prosodic features originally design for
English port to other languages in order to gain insight for future
work in these languages and for the design of the next genera-
tion of prosodic features.

2. Sentence segmentation system
2.1. Task

The ICSI sentence segmentation system receives, as input, word
time alignments from a transcript. The task is to classify
each word-final boundary as either a sentence or non-sentence
boundary. For conversational speech, sentence boundaries can
further be divided into more specific categories that reflect dia-
log acts, such as statement, question, backchannel, disruption,
and floor-grabber / floor-holder. However, in the broadcast news
domain, many of these rarely occur. Thus little richness is lost
by restricting the task to a binary classification problem.

2.2. Learning algorithm

The learning algorithm used for this study is BoosTexter, a
member of the family of boosting algorithms [3]. Boosting al-
gorithms combine multiple weak classifiers into a single strong
classifier. The learning algorithm is iterative, and in each itera-
tion, a weak classifier is trained so as to minimize the training
error, and in later iterations a different distribution or weighting
of training data is used to give emphasis to examples that are
often misclassified by the preceding weak classifiers.

2.3. Evaluation measures

We used two standard measures to evaluate system perfor-
mance: F-measure and NIST error. F-measure, a widely-used
metric, is the harmonic mean of recall and precision. NIST er-
ror, the official evaluation metric, is the ratio of false positives
and false negatives to the number of reference sentences bound-
aries.

3. Prosodic features
The prosodic features calculated over each word are based off
[4]. Currently, there are 84 features: pitch and pitch slope (33),
energy and energy slope (33), vowel and rhyme duration (12),
pause (2), and speaker turn-related (4).

3.1. Pitch and energy features

Pitch, RMS energy, and probability of voicing are extracted
over 10ms frames and fed into Algemy [5] for processing. A
piecewise-linear fit is performed while correcting for pitch halv-
ing and doubling to create “stylized pitch.” Maximum, min-
imum, mean, and last value statistics are calculated over the
word and beginning and ending windows. Combinations of
these statistics are used as the basis for all the pitch features.

Pitch slope features are based off of the slopes of the styl-
ized pitch. These include normalized and unnormalized final
slope of the word and the difference in slope and rising and
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falling pitch patterns across the word boundary.
Energy and energy slope features are calculated in paral-

lel to their pitch counterparts, substituting raw RMS energy for
stylized pitch.

3.2. Pitch and energy normalization

To mitigate speaker variation, all of the pitch and energy fea-
tures are normalized in some manner. One approach is to nor-
malize by some value or statistic from the same or adjacent
word. An alternative is to normalize by a speaker statistic, such
as speaker baseline pitch or pitch range. These speaker statis-
tics are calculated from the pitch and energy values over speaker
regions provided by the ICSI diarization system [6].

3.3. Vowel and rhyme duration features

The vowel duration features consist of Gaussian-normalized
and mean-normalized durations of the vowels. The rhyme dura-
tion features measure the average phone duration in the rhymes.
Two normalizations are used: 1) using the Gaussian-normalized
phone duration instead of its unnormalized duration, and 2) nor-
malizing by the speaker’s average rhyme phone duration. For
both vowel and rhyme duration features, two versions are cre-
ated: one using the value from the word-final syllable, the other
using the maximum value over all syllables.

For Mandarin, phone duration statistics are computed sepa-
rately for each tone of each vowel. The difference between the
mean durations of different tones is usually less than a frame,
but since the standard deviation of vowel duration is on the or-
der of frames, this could be significant.

3.4. Pause features

There are two pause features: PAU DUR and PREV PAU DUR
for the pause before and after the current word, respectively.
While technically not prosodic features, a long pause after a
word is a strong indication that it is at the end of a sentence,
making it the best single feature by far.

3.5. Turn features

There are four features related to speaker turns, which are pro-
vided by the ICSI diarization system [6]. TURN TIME mea-
sures the time that has elapsed since the beginning of the
speaker turn. TURN TIME N is normalized by turn duration,
giving the word’s position within the turn. A flag, TURN F,
is true if and only if the word is the last one in the turn.
TURN TIME N and TURN F are a good example of features
with redundant information since TURN F true correlates with
TURN TIME N near 1.

4. Feature selection
In the context of a learning algorithm, a set of features may
have two problems: irrelevant features and redundant features.
In our set of 84 prosodic features, there is considerable redun-
dancy, especially given the way the pitch and energy features
are designed.

The effect of these is to cause the learning algorithm to pro-
cess more features than necessary, consuming more resources
and generating more complicated models. Generally, there is
also a decrease in performance as the extra features act like
noise, obscuring other features from the learning algorithm.

The goal of feature selection is to remove these extra fea-
tures from a feature set. More precisely, feature selection is usu-

ally performed in the context of a particular learning algorithm,
and the goal is to find the feature subset which maximizes its
performance. We used two forms of feature selection: filtering
and a forward search wrapper.

4.1. Filtering

In filtering, each feature is independently scored according to
how related it is to the class feature. An overview of popu-
lar scores is given in [7]. Filtering is quick and simple, but it
does not take into consideration which learning algorithm will
be used or the interaction between features. Thus, it is gener-
ally used to estimate feature relevance and filter out irrelevant
features.

We used 4 different measures as implemented in the Weka
toolkit [8]: Chi-Squared, Gain Ratio (2), Information Gain (1),
and Symmetrical Uncertainty (3). The latter three are related
information theoretic measures:

IG = H(class)−H(class|feat) (1)

GR =
IG

H(feat)
(2)

SU = 2
IG

H(class) +H(feat)
(3)

The Chi-Squared statistic measures how likely the joint
(class, feat) probability distribution is assuming a null hy-
pothesis that they are independent.

The scores from these four measures are fairly correlated,
so we smoothed the differences by combining them into an
overall score. Noting that the distribution of feature scores re-
semble an exponential distribution, we mean normalized each
measure and summed the scores.

4.2. Forward search

A wrapper algorithm is one that iteratively feeds feature subsets
to the learning algorithm and uses system performance as the
measure of the fitness of the feature subset. A good overview of
wrappers is given in [9].

The forward search wrapper starts with an initial feature
subset, usually the empty set. At each iteration, a feature is
added which improves the feature subset the most. This is a
greedy algorithm, and so is suspectible to local maxima. Also,
by considering features one at a time, it ignores the relationship
between unselected features. Backward search, which begins
with the full feature set and iteratively reduces the subset, can
see these feature interactions and is generally more effective but
was impractical due to the amount of data and number of redun-
dant features. Forward search is computationally less expensive
but still very effective.

5. Results and analysis
This study was conducted over three languages: Arabic, En-
glish, and Mandarin. The datasets used were a subset of the
TDT-4 corpus for Arabic, English and Mandarin (TDT4-ARB,
TDT4-ENG, and TDT4-MAN) with word time alignments from
ASR output. See Table 1.

To motivate the use of prosodic features, Table 2 compares
the result of all prosodic features, a baseline set of only 5 lexical
features, and their combination. We see that prosodic features
can make significant contributions to the sentence segmentation
task. Feature selection can further improve this performance.
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Table 1: Dataset size and average sentence length (in words).

ARB ENG MAN
Words 185608 931245 459571

Avg. sentence length 21.5 14.7 24.7

Table 2: Performance of all prosodic features and baseline lex-
ical + speaker features.

ARB ENG MAN
Baseline 46.4 47.8 43.6

FM Prosodic 70.2 67.9 64.2
Base+Pros 74.9 75.3 68.9
Baseline 84.0 94.7 87.0

NIST Prosodic 56.6 62.6 69.7
Base+Pros 51.8 50.0 61.8

5.1. Forward search results

Table 3 shows the improvement over the first 7 iterations of the
forward search wrapper for all languages. We see that with the
first 4 to 6 features, we have already exceeded the performance
of using all the prosodic features in both NIST error and F-
measure, though incremental improvement has already begun
to slow and performance soon plateaus.

The first feature selected in each forward search is
PAU DUR. One of either TURN F or TURN TIME N is also se-
lected. Past this, there is little pattern to which features are se-
lected by the forward search wrapper. We conjecture that these
features contain most of the relevant information in their re-
spective categories. The algorithm then extracts whatever rele-
vant information it can from the large number of closely-related
pitch and energy features. Surprisingly, the rhyme and vowel
duration features were not selected.

This suggests a possible heuristic for feature selection: by
splitting the large feature set into groups which largely contain
the same information, such as pause and turn-related features, a
first-pass feature selection performed within each group can re-
duce the number of candidate features tested in the main feature
selection algorithm.

From the results of the forward search and filtering experi-
ments, we wanted to answer 2 questions:

1. Which features have low relevancy and can be removed
from the forward search without hurting performace?

2. How do different features perform across different lan-
guages?

5.2. Feature relevancy

The best single feature is PAU DUR. A sizeable pause is a good
indication that a sentence has ended and a new one will be-
gin. The other pause feature, PREV PAU DUR, the duration of
the pause before the word, has mediocre relevancy. For TDT4-
ENG, it is ranked 59th out of 84 features but was still selected
in the forward search wrapper, improving NIST error by 1.5%
absolute. We conjecture that it may help identify single-word
sentences.

It is clear that PREV PAU DUR contains non-redundant in-
formation in TDT4-ENG. A couple inferences can be drawn
from this. First, even weakly relevant features can contain use-
ful information which the learning algorithm can exploit. Sec-
ond, many of the features ranked higher by filtering now contain

mostly redundant information by this early stage of the forward
search wrapper. Thus, we conclude that many of our features
contain redundant information, necessitating feature selection,
but our feature set also contains few irrelevant features that can
be removed without negatively impacting said feature selection.

Among turn-related features, TURN F and TURN TIME N
are ranked very high by filtering, and one of them was selected
by the forward search wrapper in each language, at which point
the other because almost entirely redundant. All other turn-
related features performed very poorly.

Pitch and energy features make up the bulk of the features
selected by the forward search wrapper, usually with more pitch
features than energy. Filtering results corroborate with this,
with pitch features tending to score better than energy features.
This may be because pitch inherently has more useful informa-
tion than energy features, or it may be because the design of our
energy features were ill-suited for the task.

For pitch features, the ones that were normalized by speaker
pitch range generally performed badly. In comparison, the fea-
tures which were normalized using speaker baseline pitch or
another pitch value from the same speaker tended to do well
and were the ones selected by the forward search wrapper.

Pitch slope features tended to perform poorly, though we
believe this is due to way they were calculated. Because the seg-
menter which creates the piecewise-linear fitted stylized pitch
operates independently of the transcript word time alignments,
the segmenter often does not split a voiced region right on the
word boundary. Thus, regions of uniform slope may straddle
a word boundary, and so it looks like there’s no difference in
slope across the boundary. While we compensate for regions up
to 30ms, this appears to be insufficient.

5.3. Cross-linguistic analysis

Since the filtering scores varied considerably between lan-
guages, to compare feature performance across languages we
examined their relative ranking as given by filtering. The 15
features which rose the most and dropped the lowest in com-
parison to other languages are summarized in Tables 4 and 5,
respectively.

Mandarin clearly behaves differently from Arabic and En-
glish in terms of pitch features. Pitch slope features perform ex-
ceptionally badly, which we attribute to Mandarin being a tonal
language, and so the pitch contour imposed by the lexical con-
tent obscures intonation which may convey sentence structure.
In contrast, other pitch features perform better in Mandarin.

The energy features are more difficult to interpret. For in-
stance, in Arabic, a number of cross-boundary energy features
perform considerably better, and a number perform consider-
ably worse. Furthermore, while it appears that word-level en-
ergy and energy slope do well in Arabic, more often than not
this occurs because the same features scored poorly in the other
languages. We partly attribute this behavior to the design of the
energy features, which we plan to reexamine in future feature
design cycles.

While duration features clearly perform better in English
than in the other languages, they were not selected in the for-
ward search wrapper. This leads us to believe that, while there is
relevant information in the duration features, the features could
be designed better or they are largely redundant in the face of
other features.
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Table 3: Iterative improvement in first 7 features in forward search. Type lists the type of feature added that iteration (E* = energy;
F* = pitch; *B = cross-boundary; *L = last / word-final; *W = whole word; *S = slope; P = pause; T = turn). For comparison,
performance of all prosodic features is also listed.

ARB ENG MAN
Iter Type NIST FM Type NIST FM Type NIST FM
1 P 78.6 63.8 P 79.8 63.6 P 77.4 61.3
2 FL 60.3 67.2 FL 67.5 65.5 FW 74.3 62.5
3 FB 57.1 70.8 T 65.1 66.8 T 70.2 63.9
4 EB 56.6 70.2 FB 63.9 67.7 FB 68.6 64.4
5 T 56.8 70.2 FB 63.6 68.0 FB 68.6 64.3
6 FS 55.4 70.6 P 62.1 68.0 EB 68.6 64.9
7 EB 53.8 70.4 ES 61.6 68.3

All 56.6 70.2 62.6 67.9 69.7 64.2

Table 4: Tally of top 15 features which ranked well relative to
other languages.

ARB ENG MAN
Pitch (word) 2
Pitch (final)

Pitch (cross-boundary) 8
Pitch slope 3 3

Energy (word) 3
Energy (final)

Energy (cross-boundary) 4 1 5
Energy slope 3

Duration (max) 6
Duration (last) 5

Pause 1
Turn-related 1

6. Conclusion
We have shown that prosodic features can produce a gain in
sentence segmentation and that feature selection can further im-
prove performance.

Our forward search feature selection results show pause du-
ration and certain turn-related features are excellent features.
The remaining features are drawn from a wide-variety of pitch
and energy features, though there is no concensus between lan-
guages. Unexpectedly, no duration features were selected.

We performed an analysis of the relevance of different fea-
tures between different languages. As a tonal language, Man-
darin pitch features operate in a fundamentally different manner
than the other languages. While our energy and duration fea-
tures appear to work better in Arabic and English, respectively,
certain behavior leads us to believe we should also reexamine
their design.
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Table 5: Tally of top 15 features which ranked poorly relative to
other languages.

ARB ENG MAN
Pitch (word) 4 4
Pitch (final)

Pitch (cross-boundary) 4 4
Pitch slope 2

Energy (word) 4 1
Energy (final)

Energy (cross-boundary) 3 3 1
Energy slope 1

Duration (max) 4 5
Duration (last) 4 4

Pause
Turn-related 1
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